Hospital readmission rate is high for heart failure patients. Early detection of deterioration will help doctors prevent readmissions, thus reducing health care cost and providing patients with just-in-time intervention. Wearable devices (e.g., wristbands and smart watches) provide a convenient technology for continuous outpatient monitoring. In the paper, we explore the feasibility of monitoring outpatients using Fitbit Charge HR wristbands and the potential of machine learning models to predicting clinical deterioration (readmissions and death) among outpatients discharged from the hospital. We developed and piloted a data collection system in a clinical study which involved 25 heart failure patients recently discharged from a hospital. The results from the clinical study demonstrated the feasibility of continuously monitoring outpatients using wristbands. We observed high levels of patient compliance in wearing the wristbands regularly and satisfactory yield, latency and reliability of data collection from the wristbands to a cloud-based database. Finally, we explored a set of machine learning models to predict deterioration based on the Fitbit data. Through 5-fold cross validation, K nearest neighbor achieved the highest accuracy of 0.8800 for identifying patients at risk of deterioration using the health data from the beginning of the monitoring. Machine learning models based on multimodal data (step, sleep and heart rate) significantly outperformed the traditional clinical approach based on LACE index. Moreover, our proposed weighted samples one class SVM model can reach high accuracy (0.9635) for predicting the deterioration happening in the future using data collected by a sliding window, which indicates the potential for allowing timely intervention.
INTRODUCTION
Hospital readmissions occur often and are difficult to predict [14] . Many hospitals have dedicated resources to identify patients at risk for readmission, and to prevent such readmissions [14] . Heart failure is the most common principle hospital discharge diagnosis among Medicare beneficiaries and is among the most expensive conditions billed to Medicare [3] . Readmission rates following discharge for heart failure are high, with approximately 25% of patients being readmitted within 30 days. However, only about 35% of these patients are readmitted for heart failure [20] , and efforts to prevent these readmissions, most of which have focused on the condition causing the index admission, have met with variable and incomplete success [5] . It is difficult to accurately diagnose heart failure in time [24] . In the medical field, clinicians use standardized LACE index (calculated based on length of stay, acuity of admission, co-morbidity index and number of emergency department visit) to evaluate the risk of readmission or death after discharge. The problems of frequent readmission and hard-to-detect deterioration in patients with heart failure, along with the health care costs associated with these readmissions, suggests the need for innovative, global monitoring strategies that call attention to patients who are in need of attention to prevent clinical deterioration and consequent need for emergency department visits or hospital readmission.
Wearable devices have become accessible for general population. While activity, heart rate and sleep quality sensors (wristbands and smart watches) are increasingly popular among healthy individuals, few studies have assessed their potential role in health care [4, 33] . The more common accessibility of wearable devices leads an evolution in medical research, which helps clinicians collect everyday health data in a cheap and friendly way. Studies showed Fitbit worked well in activity related monitoring and data collection [8] . Wearable devices can achieve pretty high accuracy in steps measurement. An earlier study found that Fitbit Flex wristbands had an accuracy of 0.996 when measuring straight indoor walking [21] . Wearable devices also show their accuracy in measuring everyday heart rate with errors ranging from 1.8% to 5.5% [28] . Due to their attractive designs, easy to use characteristics and accuracy, wearable fitness devices are promising devices for monitoring outpatients.
In this paper we explore the potential of wearables to monitor clinical deterioration among outpatients. Specifically, we aim to predict clinical deterioration defined as a composite outcome of either readmission or death among patients discharged from a hospital. We first developed a cloud-based database system to collect multimodal data from outpatients using the Fitbit Charge HR wristband. The system can passively collect everyday health data including step counts, heart rates, and sleep duration and quality. We then conducted a clinical study to monitor 25 heart failure patients recently discharged from a major research hospital in United States. We assessed the feasibility of collecting multimodal data from outpatients using wearables by analyzing the data yield, reliability, and patient compliance of our data collection system based on wristbands. Finally, we demonstrate the potential of applying machine learning to predict clinical deterioration among outpatients as either predicting deterioration ahead of time with recent data or identifying patient at risk of deterioration with data from beginning of monitoring.
The main findings of our study are two-fold. First, our experience in the clinical study demonstrated the feasibility of collecting multimodal data from outpatients using wearables. In the study, our system collected more than 80% of per-minute step data from 84% of the patients. While the yield of heart rate data is lower, the median gap in hear rate data was only 4 minutes. The results suggests a high level of compliance of patients in wearing the wristband regularly. Furthermore, the cloud-based database collected 73% of the data within an hour, which allows timely intervention.
Second, the superior performance of weighed samples one class SVM (with accuracy of 0.9635) demonstrates the feasibility of predicting clinical deterioration ahead of time. In the feasibility study of identifying patients at risk of deterioration, the performance evaluation of a set of predictive models show that the K nearest neighbor model achieved significantly higher accuracy (0.8800) than the traditional method based on LACE index (0.7826). Furthermore, combining multiple modalities (step, heart rate and sleep) effectively improved predictive accuracy when compared to models based on a single modality, which suggests the significance of incorporating multiple modalities for training predictive models.
RELATED WORK
There has been significant interest in predicting clinical deterioration. Based on the sources of data used to perform the prediction, studies in this area can be categorized as prediction using clinical data collected within the hospital and that based on data collected by wearable devices.
Clinicians traditionally relied on scores derived from inpatient data [10, 11, 13, 22, 26, 31, 35] or patient mobility [16, 30] . In particular, LACE index has been widely adopted to predict readmission. The LACE index is manually calculated at the time of discharge to predict the risk of readmission of both medical and surgical patients after hospital discharge [35] . However, LACE index has variable performance for different use cases. Robinson and Gudali [26] showed that LACE index had fair discrimination in a study of 5,800 patients in Singapore [22] and poor discrimination in a study done on about 500 patients in UK with an average age of 85 years [10] . Wang [35] claimed that LACE index might not accurately predict 30-day readmission of congestive heart failure patients discharged from hospital. LACE-rt, as a real-time version of LACE index, was invented to predict readmission using the length of stay during the previous acute care admission [15] . However, LACE-rt underestimates the readmission rates by not taking early death into account [15] .
As predicting hospital readmission via LACE index has variable performance, recent literature exploited learning-based approaches to train predictive models using clinical data. Logistic regression is a commonly used machine learning model to predict hospital readmission [17, 22, 29] . [22, 29] demonstrated that logistic regression outperformed LACE index in predicting 30-day readmission, while several other studies [29, 32, 38] showed that Random forest was also an accurate model in predicting hospital readmission. These learning-based approaches relied on medical records and vital signs collected while patients were in the hospital [18, 27, 34, 34, 40] . To date, there is scarce literature on predicting readmission using outpatient data.
As wearables can passively collect outpatient data in a continuous fashion, recent studies sought to employ wearables to predict readmission. Abdulmajeed et al. studied the feasibility of predicting the readmission of heart failure patients via wearables [1] . Bae at al. [6] demonstrated the feasibility of predicting readmission of postsurgical cancer via sedentary behavior data collected by Fitbit. However, both of the studies utilized features from a single modality, i.e., step. As wearables incorporate more sensing modalities, it is important to explore the potential of multimodal data to improve model accuracy. Our study combined features derived from heart rate and sleep data in addition to step data. Our comparative evaluation demonstrated the advantage of exploiting multimodal data for predicting clinical deterioration. Moreover, while previous studies using wearables focused on predictive models only, we further provided in-depth analysis of patient compliance and the performance of data collection from heart failure patients after hospital discharge. By demonstrating the feasibility of continuous data collection from outpatients using wearables, the findings from our clinical study have broad implications on future clinical studies that use wearables to monitor outpatients.
SYSTEM DESIGN
We have developed HIPAA-compliant software to collect multimodal data from Fitbit wristbands and store them a cloud-based database. The system architecture is shown in Figure 1 . Each patient wears a Fitbit Charge HR wristband. The wristband collects multimodal data including per-minute heart rate and step count, the duration and quality of each sleep episode, and the remaining battery life of the wristband. The wristband synchronizes with the Fitbit App on an Internet connected device, in our case a smartphone, through Bluetooth. The smartphone then send the collected data to the Fitbit cloud where all user data is stored indefinitely. If the wristband is unable to synchronize with a smartphone and push the data to the Fitbit cloud, it will store intraday data locally on 0:4 • Fig. 1 . System Overview the device for up to 7 days. Therefore, as long as there is a synchronization between the Fitbit and smartphone within 7 days, there should be no data loss. Afterwards, it reduces to storing daily summary data for the next 30 days. The data communication from the wristband to the Fitbit cloud is managed by software provided by Fitbit. Once data has been stored in the Fitbit cloud, our own cloud-based Heroku server retrieves the data of our participants through Fitbit's developer API and stores it in our PostgreSQL database. If the data indicates that there may be issues with patient compliance, then our server uses Google's API and a Python Excel package to generate an Excel file containing the anonymized patient's data and sends an alert through Gmail to the nurses who are in charge of the study. The nurse reviews patient's data and contacts the patient if necessary.
The end-to-end latency of data collection from the wristband to our database is influenced by the frequency at which data flows through the system. When the Fitbit App is setup on the patient's smartphone, the setting to synchronize the Fitbit Charge HR with the smartphone every 15 minutes is enabled. The two devices synchronize over Bluetooth so in order for data to be successfully transmitted, they must be within range of one another. Once the smartphone has received the data from the Fitbit, it immediately attempts to send this information to the Fitbit cloud over the Internet. From the Fitbit cloud, our application requests intraday heart rate and step data as well as accessory data (battery life at last sync and time of last sync) every 10 minutes for all patients. On a daily basis, it requests intraday and sleep summary data, and runs a checking routine to determine if patients are properly complying with the study protocol. If the system detects any anomalies, then it will send an email to the nurses and inform them to contact the patient. We used the number of total heart rate data points in the previous day as a proxy for what percentage of the day the patient was wearing the device properly. We decided on using heart rate data because it was the most granular with multiple samplings per minute. If either the number of heart rate data points was below 5400 per day or the last known battery level of the patient's device was below medium we alerted the nurses.
PERFORMANCE OF DATA COLLECTION
In order to assess the feasibility of using wearables to monitor the health conditions of outpatients, it is important to evaluate the patients' compliance rate and the yield, reliability and latency of the data collection process.
Yield
The yield is defined as the fraction of the expected samples that are successfully collected and stored in our database. The yield is calculated separately for heart rate, step and sleep data. The sampling rate of heart rate and sleep is one sample per minute. For example, for a duration of 1 hour we are expecting 60 samples of heart rate and step count, respectively. To measure the yield of sleep data, we choose the sampling rate to be one sample per day. In that case, the sleep yield is defined as the fraction of days in which we collected sleep data. Figure 2a shows yield of heart rate, step and sleep data for each participant. The average yield of step is much higher than that of heart rate. The mean yield of step count is 0.9113 and the standard deviation is 0.1237, 84% of participants have step yield higher than 0.8, as shown on Figure 2a . In comparison, the mean yield of heart rate is 0.6369 and the standard deviation is 0.3262, 54% participants have heart rate yield higher than 80%. Generally, there are three main causes for low yield. The first cause is the user compliance. The patients may not follow the procedure all the time, for instance, they may take off Fitbit occasionally. The second cause is the sensor issue. There may be the case where the sensor is not working. The third cause is the lose of connectivity. Fitbit cloud may permanently lose some data due to bad network connectivity. If the end-to-end latency is longer than the period when Fitbit store the unsynchronized data locally, we will permanently lose these data since they will be overwritten by the later coming data. In section 4.3, we will show that this is not the cause of low yield for our system.
For those users which have either one of the heart rate yield and step count yield higher than 0.8, the results demonstrate that the users are highly compliant with the study protocol, since we can verify that the Fitbit is continuing collecting the data. As shown on Figure 2a , 88% of participants are compliant with the study protocol. However, for those users, such as 7, 14 and 16, which have both low heart rate yield and step yield, the results imply the low user compliance. There is also the case where the yield of one sensing modality is significantly higher than the other. For example, Figure 2b show that user 6, 13, 15, 16, 19, 20 have much higher step yield than their heart rate yield. On the other hand, only user 11 has heart rate yield which is significantly larger than its step yield. The inconsistency of heart rate yield and step yield can reflect the productivity and reliability of different sensing modality. From the yield analysis, we can conclude that Fitbit's step measurement is usually more productive and reliable than heart rate measurement. The reason of relatively low heart rate yield may be explained by the sensing mechanism.
Step is derived from acceleration which is collected by Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) inside Fitbit. Fitbit measure heart rate via shooting LED light to skin which detects changes in blood volume. Thus, a period of blood volume changing indicates a single heart beat. We can imagine that IMU can continuously collect acceleration while Fitbit turning on, no matter how Fitbit is worn. However, the heart rate sensor more relies on the proper wearing position. From its sensing mechanism, we can see that heart rate sensor works well only if it is tightly fasten to user's wrist. Step Sleep is the difference between step yield and heart rate yield per participant.
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The poor result of sleep yield, Figure 2a , indicates that the sleep measurement is not as reliable as step count and heart rate. The Fitbits of user 14, 16, 19, 21 don't have any sleep measurement at all. Fitbit Charge HR can automatically detect user's sleep behavior via a combination of movement and heart-rate patterns. Study [12] point out that sleep stages can not be returned in three cases, such as the heart rate can not be clearly detected throughout the night, sleep duration is less than three hours or battery runs out of power during the sleeping period. Despite the fact that all sleep yield is low, we still want to distinguish the sleep yield as relatively high and relatively low. In the analysis, we define the relatively high sleep yield as its value is larger or equal to the median, thus the relatively low sleep yield are those less than the median. The Fitbits of user 6, 7, 14, 15, 16, 19, 21, which have no or relatively small sleep yield are those also have low heart rate yield. The reason may be that users are unwilling to wear Fitbit during the sleep. Some of them, such as user 6, 15, 19, 21, they have high step yield over 0.8, which indicates that they are compliant with protocol of wearing Fitbit during the day time. The users 7, 14, 16, who give very low sleep yield are those with both low heart rate and step yield. Therefore, the participants associated with these three devices are less compliant throughout the day. Since the step sensing is always generating data even if the user take off the device, the only cause of low step yield is that the device is out-of-battery.
The yield analysis from different sensing modalities demonstrates the ability of analyzing user compliance issue. Furthermore, the differences of yield from sensing modality suggest the reliability of associated sensors. In section 4.2, we will further discuss other metrics to measure reliability.
Reliability
In this section, we will explore two intuitive metrics measuring system's reliability. Time-to-failure is defined as the time interval during which a component operates continuously without a failure and time-to-recovery is defined as the time interval from the occurrence of a failure until the component recovers [9] . Time-to-failure measures how frequently our system fail, on the other hand, time-to-recovery measures how quickly our system is able to recover from failure. In our system, failure is the case where a certain type of data is missing. We analyze the system reliability in terms of heart rate and step data instead of sleep data, since heart rate and step are continuously collected by Fitbit at every minute, which can better reflect system reliability through the entire duration of study. Time-to-failure is calculated as the length of duration when there is no data missing. Time-to-recovery is actually the length of gap where the data is missing.
Step has an average of 0.035 times of failure per participant per day, which is significantly less than that of heart rate, 3.126 times of failure per participant per day. Thus, step sensing is less likely to fail than heart rate sensing. The median time-to-failure of heart rate sensing is 55 minutes, and the median time-to-failure of step sensing is 119 hours (about 5 days). However, when looking at time-to-recovery, heart rate sensing recovers from failure more quickly than step sensing. The median time-to-recovery of heart rate sensing is 4 minutes, and the median time-to-recovery of step sensing is 198 minutes (3.3 hours). Heart rate sensing usually takes less time to recovery, which can be observed when comparing Figure 4a and Figure 4b . Usually, we care about the tail of time-to-recovery, since it can tell us about whether our system can handle the extreme case of long duration of failure. Figure 4a and Figure 4b plot the CDF of time-to-recovery for all devices. The 95% percentile time-to-recovery of heart rate is 8.4 hours and 137 hours (5.7 days) for step. Although the extreme case of long time-to-recovery of step sensing happen very seldom, it is still disconcerting for the real clinical situation, since the clinicians may miss the appropriate time to provide just-in-time intervention if the system failure last for a long period.
Latency
A well-functioning system need to have high yield and high reliability as well as low end-to-end latency. Studying the device's latency is important as it provides us with a good idea of whether or not the system can be used Fig. 3 . CDF of system latency in a time-sensitive manner. In our analysis, the end-to-end system latency is defined as the time duration from when the data is collected by Fitbit to the time of it is synchronized with Fitbit cloud. Since Fitbit synchronizes all types of data simultaneously, we can analyze end-to-end system latency in terms of one type of data. Therefore, step data is selected to measure latency because of its highest reliability. We plot the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the end-to-end latency, which can be seen in Figure 3 . From the latency result analysis, we learn the fact that the median end-to-end system latency is 8.55 minutes and 99% percentile of latency is 22.5 hours, which is less than a day. As Fitbit can locally store data up to 7 days, the end-to-end system is not an issue of causing data loss. Also, the CDF tells us 73% of data transmission is under an hour, meaning that our system is capable of quickly responding to patient's deterioration in most of time. We would like to mention that such low latency is not necessary in this particular study. But the latency analysis explore the potential for other applications that require timely alerts and intervention. Our data collection system is feasible of applying to hourly real-time monitoring and just-in-time intervention. The latency can be further reduced if the system is implemented natively in Fitbit Cloud.
DATA PREPROCESSING AND FEATURE SELECTION 5.1 Data Preprocessing
Since Fitbit API has its own data preprocessing protocols, we could only obtain the processed data provided by Fitbit cloud. Time series data from Fitbit is preprocessed as summary given for a certain granularity. In the study, time granularity for heart rate, step count and sleep status is chosen as one minute. Sleep summary data is generated by Fitbit API for each sleep duration. Since patients are supposed to wear Fitbit all the time during the study period, there is inevitably some noisy data unrelated to the features we want to extract.
Step count is continuously measured by Fitbit through the whole day, even when patients go to bed. Since our purpose of measuring step count is to reflect patient's daily activity level when they awake, a time filter is applied to extract step count for the time period when patient is "awake". Sleep time is defined as the time when total step count is under 10 within 30 minutes after 7pm. Awake time is defined as the time when the first step is taken after 7am [6] . Thus, we only consider steps made within the duration between Awake time and Sleep time. Particularly, there are four devices missing sleep data. In order to preserve the consistency of features among training examples, we fill in the average value of corresponding missing features calculated from other examples which have complete features.
Features

First Order Features.
First order statistical features used in our project are mean, maximum, minimum, skewness and kurtosis. Assume given time series {x i }, 1 ≤ i ≤ N , mean µ and standard deviation σ of time series data is calculated as:
Skewness is defined as:
which measures the symmetry of distribution. If skewness is high, it means the distribution lacks symmetry. Skewness can help us model whether the time series data, such as heart rate and sleep data, follows a bellshape distribution. Kurtosis, in the other hand, measures whether the distribution is heavy-tailed or light-tailed compared to normal distribution. Kurtosis can be calculated using following formula:
5.2.2 Second Order Features. The commonly used second order time series features in medical data mining are co-occurance features [23, 34] . Those features are shown to outperform other second order features in the case of one dimensional time series data [23] . First of all, one dimensional time series data is quantized into Q levels. Then a two dimensional matrix c(i, j), (1 ≤ i, j ≤ Q) is created by calculating number of times two points of quantized level i and j is at distance d. Second order features, such as energy (E), entropy (S), correlation (ρ x,y ), inertia (F ) and local homogeneity (LH) are derived based on matrix c:
where:
5.2.3 Detrended Fluctuation Analysis. In stochastic processes, chaos theory and time series analysis, detrended fluctuation analysis (DFA) is a method for determining the statistical self-affinity of a signal [19, 25] . Self-affinity is an important factor when analyzing time series which is supposed to have a regular patten. In our case, we apply DFA to heart rate and sleep time series, which evaluates long-range correlation of noisy time series data [19] . DFA can be used for analyzing non-stationary time series with slowly varying trend, such as heart rate [23] .
DFA is the average fitting error over time series segments of different scale [23] . It first convert time series {x i }, 1 ≤ i ≤ N into an unbounded process {X j }, 1 ≤ j ≤ N by summation or integration:
where ⟨x⟩ is the mean over the entire time series {x i }, 1 ≤ i ≤ N . Then {X j }, 1 ≤ j ≤ N is divided into sub-series each of length n. A polynomial piecewise fit {Y j }, 1 ≤ j ≤ N is generated by minimizing local least square error within the sub-series. The fluctuation (F ) of detrended time series is:
Finally, fluctuation measure is repeated over different length n.
Feature Extraction.
Fitbit API preprocessed raw data collected from Fitbit Charge HR. Various calculations are performed to extract meaningful features from time series data. Instead of using time series data directly obtained from Fitbit API, we transform them into statistical features. Also, we derive other features from the original step data. Sedentary bout time is defined as a time duration where no steps are taken when patient is awake, as illustrated by Figure 6 . We then compute min, max, mean of those features. Since we work on predicting deterioration for heart failure patients, time series analysis is also performed on heart rate data. First order time series features, such as mean, standard deviation, skewness and kurtosis, are derived from heart rate data of each patient. Second order time series features, such as energy, correlation, inertia, local homogeneity, are also calculated. We perform DFA on heart rate data, which will capture the heartbeat fluctuation along the day. Different time windows are also applied for extracting DFA of heart rate. There are 51 features in total, representing characteristics of activity, sleep and heart rate. In order to improve model performance, we apply Sequential Forward Feature Selection to filter out irrelevant features. Thus, a subset of overall features will be used to train a predictive model.
DETERIORATION PREDICTION
Due to the study scale and the challenge of launching study for heart failure patients, we finally get 25 patients participating the study and 7 of them deteriorated within 60 days. Typically, this amount of examples is insufficient to train a stable predictive model. Moreover, we are facing the issue of incomplete data and noisy measurement. Hence, we need to modify the standard machine learning algorithms to robustly learn a predictive model and overcome the overfitting issue brought by small data set. In the following section, we will focus on solving two predictive tasks which are commonly studied in the clinician research. One is to train a model predicting the deterioration happening in the future with the data collected by sliding window, namely the early warning task. The other is to predict whether a patient will deteriorate in the future based on the data collected from the beginning of monitoring, namely identifying the patients with the risk of deterioration. Since the deterioration only happen in a small fraction of days during the whole monitoring period, the challenge in the early warning task is to learn a classifier from skewed data set. For identifying the patients with risk of deterioration, the challenge is the size of dataset, because each patient's data is an example.
Deterioration Early Warning
6.1.1 Dataset. In the deterioration early warning task, the dataset is created by treating each day as a training example. The feature extraction methods are performed to segment the time series data and generate meaningful statistics features in one day granularity. This is a binary classification task with normal day and deterioration day as the classes. After segmenting the time series data, we obtain a dataset of 427 normal days and 11 deteriorated days. The classification task is highly skewed and one of the class has very small amount of samples. Thus, we formalize the learning task as anomaly detection.
Weighted Samples One Class SVM.
One Class SVM (OC-SVM) is a semi-supervised machine learning method, which is designed for anomaly detection. OC-SVM is proposed assuming the anomaly examples are not available during the training phase. Therefore, it is trained with only normal examples. However, SVM classifiers are sensitive to outliers in the training examples [36] and need outlier suppression techniques in the training phase. Hence, we introduce the sample weights which are learned during the training phase to assign each training example a weight η i to control its influence on the decision boundary. Therefore, the revised optimization objective of weighted samples OC-SVM is:
where ν is the hyperparameter to control the upper bound of the fraction of training errors and the lower bound of the fraction of support vectors, β controls the maximum number of points allowed to be outliers. The above optimization is not jointly convex in terms of ω, ρ and η. The non-convex part
be reformulated using concave duality [2, 37] . Then the above objective (9) is equivalent to:
Obviously, R vex is a convex objective, and R cave is a non-convex objective. We reformulated R cave as:
Since h(ω) is the point-wise infimum of a set of linear functions, д(h(ω)) is concave on the domain h(ω) ∈ Ω [39] . We can approximate R cave by the multi-stage relaxation proposed by [37] . The basic idea of multi-stage relaxation is to first set η to be a vector of ones, indicating all the training examples have the same weights. Then the procedure iteratively minimize the objective by alternatively fixing ω, ρ and η until convergence:
(1) Fix η =η and calculateω via solvinĝ
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The weighted samples OC-SVM begins with the standard OC-SVM by initializing the sample weights to be all ones. The multi-stage optimization framework could obtain a better solution than the standard OC-SVM after convergence [39] . In the experiment section, we will compare the weighted samples OC-SVM with the standard one as well as other anomaly detection models to demonstrate its superior performance for solving the deterioration early warning problem.
Deterioration Risk Prediction
6.2.1 Dataset. In the deterioration risk prediction task, the dataset consists of the derived features from deteriorated participants and non-deteriorated participants, which are extracted from the beginning of the monitoring. There are totally 25 examples, including 7 examples as the patients who deteriorated within 60 days and 18 examples as patients who did not deteriorate within 60 days. Note that the dataset here is extremely small and imbalanced. Most of the models will overfit when applied to solve machine learning problem given such small dataset. In order to achieve high accuracy as well as preventing overfitting, we use K Nearest Neighbor to perform the binary classification.
K Nearest
Neighbor. K Nearest Neighbor (KNN) is a non-parametric learning method for classification. An example is classified by the majority vote of its K nearest neighbors. Usually, K is predefined before training. In the experiment, we will explore the best K for this specific task. The distance metric used in our implementation is the Euclidean distance of the two sample data which takes into account all available features. Also, we will perform feature selection on the training set to find the best feature subset which could achieve better testing accuracy.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS
We evaluate the performance of proposed models on the real experimental data collected from heart failure patients in a large research hospital in United States. The clinical study is IRB approved and there are a total of 25 patients recruited for research purposes on predicting clinical deterioration. In the study, patients were supposed to wear Fitbit Charge HR to collect health related data everyday, such as heart rate, step and sleep data. The data was finally transmitted to our Heroku database. 5 out of 25 patients became deteriorated (readmitted or deceased) within 30 days after being discharged from hospital. 2 patients became deteriorated during the period between 30 days and 60 days. The patients are mixed in age ranging from 66 to 88, 16 male vs. 9 female, and LACE index ranging from 3 to 15.
Deterioration Early Warning
There are a total of 438 days which have valid data collected from the Fitbit devices, including 427 normal days and 11 days when deterioration happened. We divide the samples into a training set which contains only normal days and a testing set which contains both normal days and deterioration days. The testing set is designed in such a way to avoid favoring classifier which achieves high accuracy by only predicting the anomaly case for new unseen data. We randomly split the normal days as 95% of them belonging to the training set and remaining 5% of them belonging to the testing set. The deterioration days are all counted into the testing set, since OC-SVM only use normal data for training. For each time of evaluation, we repeat the training and testing split for 100 times and average the results.
We first explore the predictive performance of different combination of time window size and the days ahead. Since there is a lack of empirical guidelines for how to choose the time window and how well the predictor performs for more days ahead. It is important to find the relationship between time window size and the number of days ahead for prediction. In the experiment, we train weighted samples OC-SVM with time window varying from 1 to 7 days for predicting deterioration ahead by 1 to 7 days. The results are shown on Figure 7 with x-axis indicating the number of days ahead. For each number of days ahead, we compare the performance metrics by varying time window size, which are indicated by bars of different colors. The accuracy and sensitivity are high for predicting the deterioration when just using time window of 1 or 2 days. The combination of predicting 1 day ahead using 2 days data achieves the highest accuracy of 0.9636 and also highest sensitivity of 1.0 with specificity of 0.9480 and PPV of 0.8975. The results imply the performance declines when predicting more days ahead, which is reasonable since the long-term future may not be related to current status. To our surprise, the weighted samples OC-SVM perform better when the window size is small. The model is able to achieve over 0.9 overall accuracy when just using 1-3 day data. The results give us a practical guideline of using less than 3 day data to predict the deterioration in the near future.
Then, we compare weighted samples OC-SVM with other commonly used methods for anomaly detection, including standard OC-SVM, density based method such as local outlier factor (LOF) and clustering based method such as K means clustering. The dataset here is the same as that used in the last experiment. In this particular experiment, we set the time window to be 2 days and predict whether the participant will deteriorate after 1 day. We evaluate the model performance via looking at accuracy, sensitivity, specificity and precision. Table 1 summarizes the results for different anomaly detection methods. The K means and LOF have low sensitivity compared with OC-SVM based approach, which imply these two methods are not suitable for solving our specific problem. Our proposed weighted samples OC-SVM performs better than the standard OC-SVM with lower false positive rate. Figure 9 demonstrates the influence of ν on model's performance. ν is a hyperparameter of the soft-margin SVM, which controls the upper bound of training error and lower bound of support vectors. The curve serves as the guideline for how to tune the classifier to meet specific performance requirement. For instance, in order to avoid missing any future deterioration, we choose ν = 0.09 to achieve the highest sensitivity as well as high specificity. Aside from the performance, we also care about the features that have high influence on the classification results. Figure 8 shows the feature importance for each feature used in weighted samples OC-SVM, which is the absolute value of SVM's coefficient. Time series features derived from heart rate, such as local homogeneity, inertia and energy, contribute significantly to the classification results. Besides, step features and sleep features also have impact on the classification results.
These results demonstrate the potential of early warning of clinical deterioration to allow just-in-time intervention.
Model
Sensitivity Table 1 . Performance evaluation of different anomaly detection methods. The results are averaged over 100 repeated test on randomly split dataset. Weighted OC-SVM has the best performance.
Deterioration Risk Prediction
7.2.1 Model Evaluation. In this section, we aim to predict clinical deterioration risk for each participant within 60 days. Five models including logistic regression, SVM, random forest, neural network and K nearest neighbor, are trained on the data from 25 patients. The performance is evaluated by repeated 5-fold cross validation to The classifier is able to achieve good performance for predicting near future deterioration happening.
tackle the model instability issue induced by the small dataset [7] . We repeatedly perform cross validation for 100 times and the results are averaged among 100 repeated cross validation. The mean results will help eliminate the randomness caused by cross validation. In each iteration of performing cross validation, we apply feature selection on the training set to remove the noisy features and improve prediction accuracy for the testing set. The type of feature selection used in our experiment is the sequential forward feature selection with the accuracy criteria, which selects the best subset of features. The sequential forward feature selection is performed on each model starting with the empty set of features. At each round, a new feature which can improve the overall accuracy is added to the current feature set. Finally, the optimal subset of features is returned by the feature selection algorithm. Table 3 shows selected feature subset for different models. We note that all models selected features derived from multiple modalities (step, HR and/or sleep), which suggests the potential benefits of exploiting multi-modal data for predicting clinical deterioration. In particular, random forest, logistic regression and KNN each selected features from all three modalities. There are 6 features which are used by more than two of the models. The features are DFA of sleep using 360-minute window, average minutes of being asleep, average daily steps, average awake counts and minimum minutes of being awake per sleep. Intuitively, we expect the features selected to train predictive models have different distribution among non-readmitted group and readmitted group. Therefore, we plot Figure 11 , which are the distribution of the 6 most commonly used features. As we expected, the distribution of selected features are different for non-deteriorated group and deteriorated group. Also, we plot the distribution of HR features that were selected by random forest, logistic regression and KNN, shown on Figure 12 . The distribution of HR local homogeneity is different between non-deteriorated and deteriorated groups. However, the distribution of DFA HR with 10-minute window is similar among the two groups.
In the experiment, we optimize the model by performing grid search to find the best hyperparameter setting. We compare the model performance in terms of specificity, PPV and accuracy by fixing the sensitivity to around 0.95, because our goal is to correctly identify the risk patients and have low false alarm rate at the same time. We also evaluate the area under the ROC curve (AUC-ROC) and area under the precision-recall curve (AUC-PR). Since our training class is a skew distribution and the number of negative examples greatly exceeds the number of positives examples (18 vs. 7), AUC-PR is very useful to compare false positives with true positives. Table 2 summarizes the evaluation results from all models with sensitivity fixed to around 0.95. From the results, we observe that KNN has the highest AUC-PR, Specificity and PPV value and second highest AUC-ROC. The results indicate that KNN can achieve very high sensitivity with acceptable false alarm rate compared with other models. Neural network does not seem to work in our task, the possible reason could be overfitting. Figure 13 shows the specificity, sensitivity PPV and accuracy varying with different threshold. The figure of performance metrics with varying threshold can help us tune sensitivity, specificity, PPV and accuracy according to specific purposes. For many clinical applications it is desirable to achieve high sensitivity as well as high specificity, which is able to avoid generating false alarms.
However, for all models, overfitting could probably occur when the training set is small. A commonly used justification for overfitting is to compare training error with testing error. If the testing error is much higher than the training error, the model is very likely overfitting. On the other hand, if the testing error is very close to the training error, it implies the model generalizes well, thus dose not overfit. The results of performance evaluation shown on Table 2 suggest KNN is the best model for our case. Hence, we focus on fine-tuning the parameters of KNN to make it generalize better. Figure 10 shows the influence of the number of nearest neighbor on the model's generalization ability. Moreover, as suggested by Occam's razor principle in machine learning, 0:16 • Fig. 9 . Sensitivity, specificity, PPV and accuracy vary along with ν . The best ν is 0.9 for our dataset. smaller model with the same accuracy is preferred over the complex model. Hence, we apply sequential forward feature selection to select the smallest feature subset when there are multiple subsets leading to same accuracy. The degree of overfitting is the smallest when K = 2, where the model can achieve the accuracy of 0.880 for the unseen data. The KNN with 2 nearest neighbors is used throughout the experiment, including the later part of the section where we evaluate the impacts of multiple data modalities and how early we can predict the deterioration.
We also evaluate the accuracy of using the LACE index, shown on Figure 2 . LACE index is calculated by incorporating four parameters. "L" stands for length of stay in the hospital. "A" stands for acuity of admission of patient in the hospital. "C" stands for co-morbidity. "E" stands for number of emergency department visit. In our experiment, the threshold of LACE index is 10 (as suggested by [15, 22, 35] ), which means the patients will be predicted as readmitted if their LACE index are larger than 10. The KNN model outperforms the LACE index in terms of sensitivity, PPV and overall accuracy, which demonstrates the feasibility of predicting the deterioration risk of patient via the data passively collected by Fitbit. In a state-of-the-art study [6] , Bae et al. trained random forest using only features derived from step. In comparison, our results show that incorporating multi-modal data in machine learning models can further improve the prediction accuracy, as shown on Table 4 . For instance, the best accuracy of KNN model trained with a combination of heart rate, sleep and step features is 0.880, compared with 0.7280 when using features Table 5 . Performance metrics of models trained with different combination of features. The sensitivity is fixed to be around 0.95. Better performance is achieved using features from multiple sensing modalities.
derived from sleep only. Table 5 summarizes the performance metrics for all models with sensitivity fixed as 0.95. In general, using all the features produces better results from all metrics. Moreover, we find that the model trained with sleep and step features can also give good performance. Overall, combining features derived from step, heart rate and sleep consistently improve model accuracy. This result motivates combining multi-modal data for predicting clinical outcomes.
How early can we predict clinical deterioration?
We investigate the ability of the model in predicting the deterioration ahead of time. In order to simulate this situation, we train and evaluate the models using 5-day, 10-day, 15-day and 20-day data from the beginning of the monitoring. As shown on Table 6 , the prediction accuracy increases as using longer period of measurement. As shown on Table 7 , the specificity increases drastically as using more days when fixing the sensitivity to be near 0.95. In particular, 20-day data yield the highest overall accuracy 0.8677 as well as highest specificity 0.5385. The results suggest that long-term monitoring data should be used for predicting the risk of deterioration.
Length of day 5-day 10-day 15-day 20-day Best Accuracy 0.7340 0.8420 0.8280 0.880 Table 6 . Accuracy of models trained with different length of day. The accuracy increases as using more days of data for prediction.
Model AUC-ROC AUC-PR Specificity Sensitivity PPV Accuracy Table 7 . Performance metrics for models trained with different length of day. The sensitivity is fixed to be around 0.95.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we explore the feasibility and potential of using wearables to predict clinical deterioration among outpatients through a clinical study involving 25 heart failure patients discharged from a hospital. Our primary findings from the study were two fold. First, our experience demonstrated the feasibility of collecting multi-modal data (step, sleep and heart rate) from outpatients using wristbands. 88% of participants wore the Fitbit Charge HR wristband regularly which indicated a high level of compliance. The monitoring system achieved high data yield, collecting 80% of per-minute step data from 84% of the participants. While the heart rate data yield was lower, the median gap between data samples were 4 minutes. Furthermore, the monitoring system collected 73% of the data from the wristband to our cloud-based database within an hour. Second, We demonstrate the potential of machine learning models to predict clinical deterioration among outpatients. Our proposed weighted samples one class SVM can reach 0.9635 accuracy for deterioration early warning. Our results showed machine learning models can exploit multi-modal data to achieve high accuracy for identifying patient's risk of deterioration (e.g., 0.88 under K nearest neighbor vs. 0.78 with the LACE index). Moreover, machine learning models can predict deterioration risk using only the first ten days of data collected, which suggests the potential for early identifying the high risk patients and allows timely intervention.
Building upon the promising results, we plan to conduct larger clinical studies to generalize the results and impact clinical practice.
